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Rescue Your Couple Wallet

INTRODUCTION

Is your marriage experiencing financial devastation? Do you have difficulty
adjusting to a spouse who knows nothing about frugality? Are you in credit card
trouble? Is money the cause of your conflicts as couples? Well, these are common
marital situations nowadays and how couples wish they had financial literacy classes
before they got married. It’s never too late though to learn how to be in control of
your finances.

Are you still single? This book at this stage of your life will be for self
consumption. You may do the power exercises at the end of each section this time
alone. Do you know that financial intelligence before marriage will give benefits both
to you and your future spouse? Knowledge is leverage. You can be a blessing to
others by sharing to married friends and relatives what you will learn in this book or
maybe give this book as your gift to them.

Dear friends, I wanted to take a few moments to share with you what to
expect in this book.

First, this book is for couples who wish to improve their financial
situation. It intends to help you grow your married life especially in the area of
finance.

Second, this book hopes to lead you to your financial healing. There are
areas in our married life that we want them to be left as they are and never mind
them. One of them is our money behaviour and personality that sometimes lead to
money embarrassment or guilt. This book will guide you on your discovery of your
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money behaviour and personality, walk through your relationship with money and
hopefully achieve financial healing.

Third, you will learn tested power steps that you can use as tools to be able
to build a strong financial house and in your journey towards financial freedom.

Fourth, this book will also nourish your soul. God loves you very much
that even in your family finances He wants to be so much involved. Scriptural quotes
on money will teach you how to handle your money God’s way.

Lastly, this book is not for procrastinators. Ideas presented in this book
need to be implemented NOW to achieve and improve your financial situation, be
IMPLEMENTERS!

Challenged?

I’d positively love to hear from you after you read this book. I want to know
what you’ve learned or better yet, join my IWantToLearnTRCWay Facebook group
and post a review or  comment.

I’m looking forward to getting to know you more (may you be single or
couples). Visit the website gjetelnar.com

May you achieve success in all your endeavors, Jet Elnar, Philippines
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MY STORY

November of 2004 to be exact I saw my husband suddenly lose weight,
didn’t like to eat and chilled every afternoon. We had to visit our doctor and was
advised to submit himself for several laboratory check ups. While waiting for the
complete laboratory result the unimaginable happened. At age 37 he suffered a stroke.
I rushed him to the hospital with a very small amount of money in my wallet. I began
to panic and several questions suddenly confronted me. How ready am I to take care
of a sick hubby? How ready am I to send our son to school up to college? How ready
am I to provide for the needs of the family, especially medications which he will
take? How ready am I to pay off all bills, house mortgage and credit card liabilities?

These questions during that time were so overwhelming, honestly all my
answers were I DON’T REALLY KNOW!

That was ten years ago. It was a time when I wanted to tell my hubby
HONEY WE’RE BROKE but never did because he was so sick. That was the time I
became so motivated to learn more on financial management and entertained the idea
of becoming a couple coach on Money & Marriage and the dream of writing a
financial book for married people. But most of all that was a time when I fully
surrendered to God’s merciful love and pleaded not only physical and spiritual
healing for my husband but financial healing as well for our family.

Today by God’s grace my husband is very much healthy, my son is now in
his junior years in college, we are currently enjoying passive income (which I will be
discussing in this book) and me I am a Family Life Apostolate facilitator teaching
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young men and women who are about to get married about money and marriage by
using the five power steps I used when I was in money trouble. I give talks to
marriage enrichment retreats sharing to couples the role of Christian wives (which
includes her role as treasurer in marriage). Added income streams followed, like I
was able to establish Ecclesiastes Training and Development Services that give
seminars to young professionals on financial management. I write books too.

You and I have something in common. We both like to achieve financial
freedom, that is, see our family enjoy a debt free life and enjoy additional income
streams. We will be happy to have time and freedom to serve family members and
God.

Try to imagine this: could you become the next empowered couple like Mr.
Ardy Roberto and Miriam Quiambao, Robert and Kim Kiyosaki to name a few who
have been teaching financial tools to people and earned extra income through
speaking on personal financial management?

According to reports many couples would dream to enjoy financial freedom
and would love to enjoy additional income streams for the family yet most of them
did not succeed?

First mistake, the “Pythagoras’s Excuse”, you never tried to understand
your numbers because you thought learning about money needs a lot of computations
(with the hypotenuse, the sum and square roots) which I believe most couples find
difficult and complicated. You also thought that it takes an accountant to be able to
track your cash flow. (Am I talking alien here? Don’t worry we will define our money
terms in the first part of this book).
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Second mistake, “The Chicken’s Excuse”. Let me tell you an old story my
mom told me about a chicken and a pig.

There was a couple whose baby girl will be celebrating her first birthday.
They plan to kill their chicken and pig for the celebration. Upon learning the couple’s
plan the chicken and the pig had a secret meeting. Let’s listen to their conversation,
psst don’t let them know that we are snooping, let’s call them Piggywig and
Chickenig.

Chicken: “Piggywig, on that big day I will give my best eggs to them and fly
away far from the farm of this couple. What about you? What are your plans?”

Pig: “Chickenig, good for you, you can fly away from the farm and leave
them your eggs. Me, I have no choice but to give my all for them and be happy to
know that I am able to contribute on that big celebration for their baby.”

The chicken and the pig are actually talking about the big C of commitment.
Who is more committed,  the chicken or the pig?

Many couples would love to imagine the big day of financial freedom but
never have the commitment of the pig in the story, do the hard work and wait for long
term results.

Achieving this dream of financial freedom is never achieved overnight. The
five power steps to financial freedom is not a quick rich scheme. You have to be
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committed to work it out. In our experience we persevered to learn and implemented
them in our  journey towards financial freedom.

What about you? Do you want to be the chicken or the pig in your financial
journey?

Photo by pixabay.com

Let us now begin our journey to financial freedom together...
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POWER STEP #1

DEFINING

“Once your mindset changes,
everything on the outside will come along with it.”

Steve Maraboli
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What is defining?

To define is to describe, express, state or explain an idea. (Merriam-webster.com,
January 5, 2016)

Defining is a necessary step and key to understanding unfamiliar terms and
expanding a point. It helps you as couples determine how you fare with your
relationship with money and discover if you developed a pattern of errors or ascertain
if solutions implemented to money problems are effective. This step will also help
you create a right mindset on money.

There are six key areas that need to be defined by couples, namely, a couple’s
financial story, financial principles, financial purpose, financial personality,
financial roles and financial terms. Let us discuss them individually.

1. Define Your Financial Story

Every couple has a financial story to tell.
Bari Tessler - Financial coach

In my introduction I have told you that my husband got sick and we were
broke during those times. But I have more financial stories to tell that led us to
several money shames and guilt. First, we were in credit card trouble to the effect that
we could not even afford to pay the minimum amount required for the monthly
payment. Second, I tried to apply for a job abroad and gave a six digit amount of
money to the agency that supposedly would process our documents but instead got
scammed. Third, my husband and I availed an early optional retirement from the
company we worked for several years without any financial plan. Fourth, we usually
incur expenses more than what we were earning leading to several marital conflicts.
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Have you undergone money embarrassments and guilt in your married life?
Don’t worry if you did. In our case, it was because of the above mentioned financial
mistakes that we started to commit ourselves to learn more about money. We stopped,
looked and listened.

● First, we stopped and tried to ask ourselves what have we done so far and how is
our relationship with money?

● Second, we looked for biblical teachings on money, reflected on them and with
baby steps applied them in our daily journey with our finances.

● Third, we listened and attended several financial seminars, and read a lot of
financial books.

● Lastly, we overcame our “Pythagoras’s Excuse and Chicken’s Excuse” by
looking at our numbers and committed ourselves to achieve financial healing by
implementing all that we learned which eventually led to huge shifts in our
money behavior.

Now what about you, what is your financial story?
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DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

a. Write your own financial story.

b. Identify some mistakes you underwent that led to your money
embarrassment, shame or guilt?

c. What practical steps have you tried to accept the situation?

d. How did you solve your money problems?

2. Define Your Financial Principles

Defining your financial principles are essential in starting to put your money
house (I learned the term in Kiyosaki’s Ebook) in order. In our marriage, we were
guided by three financial principles which we actually discovered and learned when
we opened ourselves to God’s word, namely,

2.1 God is SOURCE

But remember the Lord your God, because he is the one who gives you the ability
to produce wealth, in order to confirm his covenant that he promised by an oath
to your ancestors, as is the case today.

Deuteronomy 8:18

During the early stage of marriage the biggest mistake we ever committed was
when my husband and I started to think that everything that we earned and possessed
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was due to our intellect, hard work, and strength. We forgot to acknowledge God’s
generous heart that kept us through all the financial struggles we met. It took a lot of
humility to acknowledge the ultimate Giver. As we started to see money in God’s
perspective it was also when we started to experience and see blessings pouring in.
Biblical passages we read and took by heart helped and guided us in our journey
towards financial healing. Giving tithes also became a priority in our money
management as our way of recognizing and thanking God as a source of all the
blessings.

Do you acknowledge God as the source of all your possessions?

The first principle, God is the source.

2.2 Couples are money STEWARDS

As each has received a gift, use it to serve one another, as good stewards of God’s
varied grace.

1 Peter 4:10

Because we started to change our money perspective we also taught ourselves the
second financial principle, couples are money stewards. As money stewards, we
realized that this is both a privilege and a responsibility. Acknowledging that God is
the source of every single cent in our pockets we now believe that it is indeed a great
privilege to be commissioned and trusted to handle such monetary blessings.
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To be money stewards, couples must agree to utilize and manage resources God
provides for His glory and for the betterment of His creation. Because of this
principle, it follows that responsibility and accountability should go together.

Do you schedule a regular time to evaluate and discuss numbers in money to be
able to determine how you managed your monetary resources?

The second principle, Couples are money stewards.

2.3 Couples  are blessed to become  BLESSINGS to OTHERS.

The secret of real joy is giving. Couples are blessed to become blessings to
others. When blessings are used to bless others one will experience real joy.

There are 3 T’s that every couple is blessed with, namely, time, talent and
treasure. For example, giving time to my spouse and son, giving my talent to the
church through serving in its music ministry and family life apostolate, giving
faithfully our tithe and sponsoring a child to be able to go to school are our ways to
bless others. Real joy comes from a giving heart.

The more you give, the more you receive. Are you a joyful giver?

The third principle, Couples are blessed to become blessings to others.
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DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

a. Write at least three money principles.
1.
2.
3.

b. How will you implement them in your marriage?

3. Define Your Financial Purpose

If you fail to plan then you are planning to fail (Benjamin Franklin). It is in
planning that couples set both their short and long term goals.

Imagine yourself holding a lamp with a genie inside. Accidentally you
opened the cover of the lamp and freed a handsome generous genie. Expecting that he
will reward you for freeing him, you waited for his offer. But the genie instead asked
two questions. What will your answer be?
Question #1

If you have one million dollars today what will you do with the   money?

Question #2

Why is there a need for you to be financially free?
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How many minutes did it take you to answer the questions?

Indeed without financial purpose, you will have the difficulty figuring out
answers to these two questions. Defining your financial purpose will give direction to
your marital financial journey on how to save, how much to save, how to raise
money, how much to raise, and how much to manage your finances.

During one of the financial literacy seminars I attended, the speaker also
asked participants the same questions the genie asked. I was flat footed and realized
that I was not able to define my own financial purpose. We were taught that clarity of
what we are up to gives us more focused direction on where we would want to be.

After several brainstorming sessions at home and torn paper drafts my
husband and I finally formulated our individual and common financial mission and
vision or FMV. We kept them short and doable.

My own Financial Mission-Vision Statement:
As treasurer in our family, I will faithfully assist my husband in the earning

and managing of money in the family with the vision to be with zero debts and more
investments.

My husband’s Financial Mission-Vision Statement:
As a provider in our family, with God’s blessing, I will find all legal and

moral means to provide the needs of my family. I will support my wife with her vision
to zero debts and acquire investments.
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Our Financial Mission-Vision Statement:

As husband and wife, together we will abide by our financial principles in
providing for the needs of the family and with the focus on debt eradication and
building family funds for the future.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

a. What is your financial purpose?

b. As a couple, what are your big dreams?

c. Write your individual and joint financial vision-mission statement.

4. Define Financial Personality

Understanding human behavior is crucial in a marriage. Definitely, since you
and your spouse are unique persons you differ in your financial personality. In terms
of spending and borrowing, one can be a miser, saver or spender. In terms of earning
and investing one can be aggressive, conservative and moderate. In terms of financial
administration, one can be cluttered, controlling and organized.(Bulos, 2015) Which
one defines you or your spouse?

In the given table below for each type of money personality Bulos (2015)
described how one may think, act or react.
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In terms of spending & borrowing

Miser

Description

* don’t like spending money
* don’t like money coming out of the   pocket
* scared that you will lose your money prompting
you to watch it like a hawk
* for you, it is important that your money is safe
and intact
* you think in terms of the past (ex: an experience
where you lost a lot of money)
*so conservative that you put your money under
your bed or in time deposit account than spend
and invest
*people call you scrooge or “kuripot”

Saver

*like to save for rainy days
*like to enjoy good things in life but don’t want to
spend too much at the expense of your financial
goals
*careful with your spending
*willing to delay gratification to enjoy more of life
later
*find misers unreasonable for hoarding money
* wants to save money for the future

Spender *The extreme opposite of a miser and a saver
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In terms of earning & investing

Aggressive
Description

*a gambler and a speculator
*risk taker
*moves fast with little hesitation

Conservative *thinks that everything is risky
*don’t like complicated stuff like the stock market or
forex market
*would rather put money in safe bank or hide it
somewhere in your house

Moderate
*don’t like to lose money but willing to take the risk
because he/she understands the risk-return trade-off

In terms of financial management

Cluttered

Description

*don’t keep track of billing statements
*don’t know where your money went
*don’t file financial documents

Controlling *wants everything to be in order
*wants to be on top of everything* so hands on with
your finances refuses to hand over any financial
responsibility to your spouse
*believes that no one can do a better job than you

Organized
*likes everything to be in place
*knows that he/she can’t do everything
*has a system for filing documents
*keeps a calendar of due dates for bills & loan
payments
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When it comes to spending and borrowing, I am a saver while my partner is
a spender. I am aggressive and he is conservative when it comes to earning and
investing. In financial management, I am controlling while my hubby is organized.
We deal with our money personality differences through constant communication
and compromise. At first, it was difficult for both of us but since we committed
ourselves to our marital financial healing we made it work through prayers and
faithfulness to our arrangement.

Now that you have defined each of your money personalities how will you
deal your partnership on money management?

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

a. What’s your individual financial personality

b. How will you deal with your financial similarity and difference?

5. Define Financial Roles

“Who’s going to keep the money?” This awkward question should be asked by
every couple especially if you are newly wed.

In marriage, money conflicts often commences when both husband and wife do
not know their roles, responsibilities, limitations and boundaries. It is best to note that
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at the start of married life couples agree who handles the money. For some marriages,
the wife is the treasurer while the husband is the auditor. Other marriages take the
husband as treasurer and the wife as an auditor. Also for others, they perform both
roles. Whichever works for you this has to be agreed at the beginning of married life.

In my case, I am the treasurer who reports to my husband every now and then our
financial standing, while he does the auditing, that is, the check and balance. We also
agreed to have separate bank accounts since both of us are earning but maintain one
common account for savings. In addition, we agreed to a certain fixed amount to
spend without asking permission from each other. Remember my financial story? The
money problem started when I started to act as treasurer and auditor at the same time.

To remind both of us of our commitment to our financial role we agreed to write
our statement of allegiance. It was so simple as if written by two children. Today we
find it funny but by putting our promises into writing and reading it every year was
so helpful.

ME:

As treasurer of our financial partnership , I JET ELNAR promise to be
faithful in all our financial agreements and arrangements. All these I can not do alone
without my partner’s support and without putting all our trust to our Almighty God.
So help us God.
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MY HUBBY:

As auditor of our financial partnership , I EMMANUEL ELNAR promise to
be faithful in all our financial agreements and arrangements. All these I can not do
alone without my partner’s support and without putting all our trust to our Almighty
God. So help us God.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

a. Ask yourselves your financial role.

b. Fill in words on the blank together.

Wife:

As ______ (write your financial ROLE) of our financial partnership , I
__________ (your name) promise to be faithful in all our financial agreements
and arrangements. All these I can not do alone without my partner’s support and
without putting all our trust to our Almighty God. So help us God.

Husband:

As ______ (write your financial ROLE) of our financial partnership , I
__________ (your name) promise to be faithful in all our financial agreements
and arrangements. All these I can not do alone without my partner’s support and
without putting all our trust to our Almighty God. So help us God.
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6. Define Financial Terms

Couple’s financial literacy means that both the husband and wife know and
understand their financial terms. Kiyosaki (2013) added that financial literacy is
understanding basic financial concepts like accounting, how to invest, how markets
work, the law surrounding taxes, and money in general.

This will help you in your journey towards financial healing. Let me share with
you some basic terms we learned.

Income – money that is earned from work, investments, business, etc.
(Meriam-Websterdictionary.com, Feb 25,2016).

Kiyosaki categorized income as earned income, passive income and portfolio
income.

A. Earned Income – money earned from your work
● Job income – income coming from your salary
● Self-employment income – income you make by working yourself like

having a sole proprietorship
B. Passive Income –money income earned even if you don’t work for it

● Real estate income money earned from your apartments, condominiums
and lots for rent

● Business income – money earned from businesses (Note: not the
self-employment income listed in the earned income)

C. Portfolio Income – money earned from paper assets
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● Interest & Dividends are from investments like stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, and other paper assets.

● Royalties are earnings from sale or license of patents, copyrights, books,
DVD’s, and the like.

Expense – something which money is spent (Meriam-Websterdictionary.com,
Feb 25,2016).

Cash flow – the movement of money in and out of a business
(Meriam-Websterdictionary.com, Feb 25,2016).

It is also described as a measure of a company’s financial health.
(investwords.com, Feb 25, 2016).

In a marital perspective, this will measure your financial health as a couple. It is
the coming in and out of cash in your wallets.

Financial plan – budget or investment strategy that helps an individual take the
necessary steps to achieve his/her financial goals. (investorwords.com, Feb 25, 2016)

Other financial terms for a financial plan are money maps (Tessler, 2015) others
call it money compass.

There are additional terms defined by Robert Kiyosaki (2013), author of Rich
Dad Poor Dad which are stated in the simplified and understandable form.

Assets – anything that you acquire that puts money into your pocket.
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An example for assets is paper assets like stocks and bonds investment, real
estate, and businesses that don’t require you to work at them (discussed in chapter 4).

Liabilities – any acquisition which takes money out of your pocket. Debts and
loans are examples of a liability.

Networth – is the difference between  the assets and liabilities.

Financial Freedom – is much more than having money but also the freedom to
be who you really are and what you really want in life.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

In the past do  you know at least five financial terms?

If yes, then you are one step ahead, if no, then it is time to increase your
financial vocabulary.
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In summary, your first power step to properly handle your marital finances is to
DEFINE the six financial areas, namely, FINANCIAL STORY, FINANCIAL
PRINCIPLES, FINANCIAL PURPOSE, FINANCIAL PERSONALITY,
FINANCIAL ROLES, and FINANCIAL TERMS. This step will give you clear
direction and focus  on your journey towards financial healing.
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POWER STEP # 2

EVALUATING

Photo:Google.com

Take a step back, evaluate what is important, and enjoy life.

Teri Garr
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What is evaluating?

Evaluating is to judge the value or condition of (someone or something) in a
careful and thoughtful way. (Merriam-webster.com, 2/25/16)

Judging the value or condition of your finances involves a process. It is
during this power step that couples will figure out what they own, what they owe,
how much they owe, what they earn, how much they earn, what they spend and
how they spend, hence, it will reveal their individual and combined net worth.

Why evaluate?

A lot of couples would not like to do this step, we are one of them before.
Lack of time, waste of time and being busy are usual alibis. For us income and
expenses in marriage was trial and error, that is, if our strategy worked then well and
good but if it did not work, we made adjustments as needed. Our usual short term
solution of the lack of funds was to incur loans. Let me name a few, salary loans,
SSS loans, cooperative loans . All available lending institutions were candidates to
solve the mess.

Attending several financial seminar-workshops forced us to make our own
financial evaluation and made us realize the following:

First, evaluation showed the true picture of our financial standing;

Second, it helped us formulate  our goals;
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Third, it gave us clarity to our financial direction.

It was through thorough evaluation that we came to know, understand,
accept, and make adjustments on the true picture of our finances.

What was so important was, as a couple, we were able to develop the
practice on how to carefully and thoughtfully evaluate. We were also able to put
into practice the teaching on evaluating the loving way because the danger of this
step is when couples start to argue, blame and yell at each other which will defeat the
purpose of doing this mind exercise. We did this exercise over a cup of coffee or a
cone of ice cream.

The process involves two steps. First the use of the personal SWOT analysis
followed by the creation of a financial statement.

Step 1.  Evaluate using the personal SWOT Analysis technique.

SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats.

This technique is usually applied in the corporate world where corporate
management would persuade middle managers or employees to determine their
department’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Lately this has been
used for personal SWOT analysis. Since both my husband and I are familiar with this
technique we tried to apply it to our journey towards financial healing and found it
effective. We found it helpful and it enhanced our marital communication.
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S stands for your individual and combined financial strengths. These were
the tools that helped us increase our individual or combined earning abilities.

W refers to your individual weaknesses in handling money.
O are the opportunities that you have to increase income.
T refers to possible threats and obstacles that may come your way that will

hinder achieving your financial goals.

Let me show you an example on how we evaluated our combined financial
situation using the SWOT method.

S
Strengths

W
Weaknesses

O
Opportunities

T
Threats

Both earned a degree

Both have a stable job

Wife is trained in

*math
*cooking & baking

Husband has talents on

*speaking and
*writing

Spends more than what
we  are earning

Use credit cards for
commodity purchases

No other income but
salaries

No financial plan

No emergency fund

Incurred several loans

May increase income
through other sources by
creating other income
schemes like

*writing e-books

*paid speaking
engagements

*start to acquire paper
assets

*invest in small
businesses & real estate
*baking pastries

Health, since
both are not
getting any
younger

Procrastination

No focus on
financial healing

In the S column list all existing strengths, namely, educational attainment,
talents and skills, and other tools which you will be able to use to generate income. In
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the W column list your weaknesses and money habits that led to a perceived financial
trouble. While the O column with the basis of the S column are the identified
opportunities or open doors which hopefully will help augment income in the family.
Lastly, the T column shows obstacles in achieving your financial goals. As you go
deeper with the matrix you may provide numerical facts available (for example we
wrote the exact amount earned).

This activity allowed us to see our low and high points when it comes to
money management and at the same time it strengthened our relationship by asking
forgiveness for errors committed and resolved to improve our system in handling
money.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

Fill in the columns:
My strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats
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DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

Fill in the columns:
Our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats
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This time let’s dig deeper into your financial standing.

Step 2. Evaluate  by preparing a financial statement.

Looking back my husband and I never knew how to make a financial
statement. As we persevered to attend more financial literacy seminar-workshops, and
read more financial books we eventually were able to create one.

Let us now study the “how” to prepare a financial statement Kiyosaki way.
(Mr. K is indeed an idol when it comes to financial healing).

A financial statement is a worksheet that will trace the flow of cash in your
household that will reveal your own financial story which will also show where
you’ve been, where are you now, what is your current financial status and how to get
where you want to go.

Basic components of a financial statement are INCOME, EXPENSE,
ASSETS and LIABILITIES which we defined already in the first chapter. In addition
income and expense comprises the income statement while assets and liabilities
comprises your balance sheet.

The balance sheet shows the relationship of your assets and liabilities.
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Kiyosaki’s 3 Financial Models

Financial Model of the POOR

Ordinary earned income goes directly to expenses. The poor don’t have
assets, passive income and liabilities.

Thus, as shown in the figure a poor’s balance sheet is empty.
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Financial Model of the MIDDLE CLASS

The middle class group has income which comes from earned income used
to pay expenses, building more liabilities and creating more expenses.

Note: The first two scenarios are what financial counsellors would call unhealthy
financial situations.
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Financial Model of the RICH

The rich build assets that create passive income which pays for their
expenses.

What financial model do you belong to? Is it under a healthy ( Financial
Model of the rich) or unhealthy financial situation, the Financial Model of the poor &
middle class?
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Sample Financial Statement
Income

20,000

Expense
15,000

Assets

Zero

Liabilities

30,000

The example shows an unhealthy financial statement since it shows that though
expense is covered by its income it is not enough to pay for liabilities. In addition,
there are no assets which can generate passive income that may be used for payments
to incurred liabilities.

To recap, to properly handle your marital finances, the second power step is to
EVALUATE regularly your financial standing using SWOT analysis techniques and
create your financial statement of income and expenses and your balance sheet of
your assets and liabilities.
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POWER STEP # 3

PLANNING

A goal without a plan is just a wish.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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What is planning?

Planning is the process of thinking about and organizing the activities
required to achieve a desired goal. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki, 8/15/15)

In the context of this section, planning is specifically meant as financial
planning.

Evaluating is a precursor to financial planning. So, the next thing to do is to
actually make a financial plan for you to know where you are financially going.

As defined in the first chapter a financial plan is a budget or investment
strategy that helps an individual take the necessary steps to achieve his/her financial
goals. Other financial advisors call it a financial map or financial compass. It defines
both your short and long term financial goals as well as guides and directs you to
achieve them.

Your financial plan should include saving, investing, debt payment,
insurance, retirement planning, taxes and estate planning.

Why do we have to plan?

By creating a financial plan you as couples will be able to prioritize what
goals you should achieve first, how soon will the implementation be, how much will
it take, can you afford the amount set, what you get out of it, and are there other
options. It will also help you see the bigger picture of your financial status. It
organizes your financial house and minimizes your worry about money because you
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know where you are at present and how to achieve where you want to go in the
future.

Remember when I told you that we looked for biblical teachings on money
and we came across this verse of Luke which speaks about planning.

For which one of you, when he wants to build a tower, does not first sit down
and calculate the cost to see if he has enough to complete it?

Luke 14:28

As financial partners and after identifying strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats together with my hubby we agreed to create our first ever
financial plan. It started with a one year plan, later followed by a three year and five
year plan (you may extend the number of years as you master the method). Also, as
we went along we made adjustments (See to it that your financial plan is flexible). We
followed the SMARTER model which are the seven characteristics of a financial
plan that a couple should look into. We made a few modifications according to how
we used them in our own financial journey. Our first goal was to eliminate credit card
debts and invest later.

SMARTER Financial Plan Model

SMARTER is the short form for specific, measurable, achievable,
reasonable, time bound, ethical and recordable/redo.
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Specific – writing detailed description of the goal

Measurable – identifying indicators or measures that will inform if goals are
achieved or not

Achievable – possibility of a successful outcome

Reasonable – follows from a sensible, wise and sound decision

Time bound – specific time frame to reach the goal

Ethical – decisions and actions are done in God’s way

Recordable/Re-do– every plan, actions to take, cost to incur, income to achieve, etc.
can be put on record and re-do S to R if needed

In my financial story I shared, we incurred credit card debts and we were
literally in trouble. Demand letters from credit card institutions kept coming and
caused several sleepless nights and marital conflicts. We made our individual
financial plan, compared notes and finally created a plan which we thought will work
for both of us

Here’s what we wrote in our first financial plan for which our ultimate goal
was to eliminate credit card debts.
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Sample financial plan for the year 2007

Specific Goal
To eliminate credit card debts by paying ten thousand pesos a
month, an amount way above the minimum requirement for one
year

Measure/Indicator Zero credit card debts

Achievable YES NO

Reason To be implemented immediately as it incurs high monthly
compounded interests

Time Frame January 1, 2007 to Dec 31, 2007

Ethics Psalms 37:21 The wicked borrow and do not pay back, but the
righteous is gracious and gives.

Record/Re-do Wife Jet does the recording, husband Emmanuel does the auditing,
monitor regularly every two weeks

Budget of the Day Financial Plan

This financial plan contains your itemized spending to be incurred in a day.
(Note: To save time you may convert it to a Budget of the Week Financial Plan)

In tracking down your expenses you will discover that there are items which
you bought but never maximized their use or you  have unnecessary expenses.
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Sample Budget of the Week Financial Plan
Week Number Item Money Allocation Remarks

1 Groceries
Bills

Water Bill
Electric Bill

Tithe

1,000

500
1,500

500
2 Groceries

Tuition Fee
1,500
6,400

3 Groceries
Car Repair

1,000
4,000

4 Groceries
Movies

1,200
300

5 There are only 4
weeks in this
month

Total 17,900

If this will be your first time, it needs more patience. Just remind yourself
that doing this exercise will make your life better. Also filling in the table will help
you identify bad spending habits and what unnecessary items you usually buy which
you may just skip or eliminate.
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Do not let financial issues come between you and your spouse, for some,
financial disagreements may lead to separation which is not from the beginning the
intention of doing the evaluation but more on strengthening the foundation of your
financial house.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

My Financial Plan for _____ months /years. (Make 2 copies, 1 copy each)

Specific Goal

Measure/Indicator

Achievable YES NO

Reason

Time Frame

Ethics
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Record/Re-do

Our  Financial Plan for _____ months /years.

Specific Goal

Measure/Indicator

Achievable YES NO

Reason

Time Frame

Ethics

Record/Re-do
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Going over the main points of this chapter, create a smarter financial plan
which will guide you and direct you in your spending, debt payment, saving and
investment.

One success secret for your plans is in Proverbs 16:3 “Commit your works to
the Lord and your plans will be established.”
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POWER STEP # 4

STRATIFYING

Photo: Pixabay.com

The essence of strategy is choosing what not to do.

Michael Porter
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In this chapter it has been presumed that you have answered the guide
questions and activities of the preceding chapters. The objective of this chapter is that
at the end you will be guided to be able to figure out what strategy might be useful for
your current financial situation and plan out your own strategic moves.

Do you really want to succeed in your battle against financial problems?
According to an ancient Chinese military strategist, Sun Tsu “strategy without
tactics is the slowest route to victory, tactics without strategy is the noise before
defeat.”

Let’s get started! I am just too excited to hear from you soon, telling me that
you ended up victorious in your fight against financial difficulties.

Stratify in the context of this book means a couples’ line of attack to pay
debts, to save and invest for the future. All strategies shared came from the author’s
readings, experiences and learnings.

In stratification always use the KISS formula (Keep It So Simple). Making
simple doable moves by starting small and dreaming big will eventually carry you
over to your success zone.

Strategy #1. Be out of debt fast.

Any financial advisor would tell you this, to be out of debt fast. But how?
Couples always have the intention of paying debts but in reality they don’t know how
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to stratify their payment scheme. They are usually caught up with the daily expenses
and monthly bills. This was a problem for me too. Upon knowing that we were in a
financial mess and my husband was sick, paying debts could be my last priority.

In addition, as we stopped and looked for some scriptural basis on debts we
found a lot. Here are two of our favourites which motivated and taught us to be more
serious in our journey to financial healing.

The rich rules over the poor. And the borrower becomes the lender’s slave.
Proverbs 22:7

The wicked borrows and does not pay back. But the righteous is gracious
and gives.

Psalm 37:21
Now let me share to you what I learned from financial seminars, financial

books (both printed and audio) and from financial mentors in the online club I joined,
the TrulyRichClub.

There are three types of debt payments applicable.

First, the Snowball Method

Photo: pixabay.com
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In this strategy your extra cash will be used to pay debts with the smallest
amount. Start from the smallest amount until you can now afford to pay bigger/higher
debts as depicted in the picture the method will result in  a domino effect.

Supposing you have three debts to pay, namely two credit cards and a house
loan.

Step 1: List all your debts. (In the example the dollar symbol is used, the universal
currency)

Credit card 1 : $500
Credit card 2 : $300
House loan    : $2,500

Step 2: Arrange them from smallest to highest.
Credit card 2: $ 300
Credit card 1: $ 500
House loan:  : $2,500

Step 3: Commit to paying the minimum amount on every debt.
Credit card 2: $25
Credit card 1: $15
House loan:    $ 125

Step 4: Determine how much extra cash you still have. (suppose you have an extra
$25)

Extra cash : $25
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Step 5: Pay that extra cash to your smallest debt.
Additional payment for Credit card 2: $25

Step 6: Repeat the same procedure on the following payment schedule.

Seeing your debts eliminated one by one keeps you engaged and motivated.

Second, the Avalanche Method

The other way is to start from the biggest or highest amount with the highest
interest rate. In a similar manner you commit to pay the minimum amount on every
debt. This time your extra cash will be dedicated to the debt incurring with the highest
interest rate. Continue the process until all debts are paid off.

Third, Debt Consolidation Method

This is the last resort method. If you have multiple debts you may use this
method. In this method you will make a single large loan to pay several smaller loans
and make a single regular payment. This method is advisable if you can get a lower
rate loan compared to your other loans. It will make more bad debts if not used
properly. I advise that you get a trusted registered financial advisor (RFA) if you
choose to use this method. Of course you’ll be paying your RFA’s professional fee.

We had tried the first two. We discussed and agreed on what was best for our
current financial situation. I suggest you do it too, discuss, agree and discover that
doing so improves couple communication and you will end up more in love with
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each other. Be reminded that you also need to have a good budget in place before you
choose any of the three methods.

Again be out of debt fast!

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

What is your debt payment strategy?

When will it be implemented?

Strategy #2. Formulate a saving plan

Saving is quite difficult for married people. By experience the big D of
discipline is very much needed when creating a saving plan.

Before, we usually follow the wrong formula on finances, that is:

Income – Expense = Savings
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Today we use a different saving principle which is:

Income – Tithe – Savings = Expense

What follows are some personal favorite saving methods I learned when I
started to educate myself about money and when we decided as a couple to put order
to our financial house. Choose, try and test any that suits your financial status.

Seven E-Jars Saving Strategy

Shared by Bro Bo Sanchez, saving the TrulyRichClub way can be saving
using the seven E-jars technique.

Emancipation is for your investment (like stocks, business, or real
properties);
Emergency is for stormy days (equivalent to 2-3 months salary);
Everyday is for daily expenses (live within your means);
Empower is for self rewards (gadgets, new bag, etc.);
Enjoyment is fun with family and friends (movies, eating out, travel);
Education is continued learning through seminars, books and audiobooks;
Eternity is tithe giving to the community or church that spiritually nourished
you.
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The percentage allocations are just suggestions. You may make adjustments
especially if you are still starting to save. Do not start to invest until you are able to
create your emergency fund.

Now if some of the jars or allocations are not yet that necessary you may
lessen the number of jars and concentrate putting money in your priority jars.

Bo Sanchez’s Method
Abundance Formula 100-10-20-70

The book written by Bro Bo Sanchez (The Abundance Formula) suggests
that your income will be divided into three parts (10%, 20%, 70%), that is,

100%  = 10 % for Tithe  + 20% for Investment + 70% for Daily Needs

10% for tithe, allocate 20%  for investment and  live by 70% of your income.

100 also means you give your one hundred percent commitment to stick to
your financial plan.

Example: If you are earning 10,000 a month, 1,000 for tithe, 2,000 for
investment (Bro Bo recommended stocks investing in particular) and live within
7,000 for daily needs.

Lianne Laroya’s Selfie Method
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A second favourite is Lianne Laroya’s selfie saving method for which she
distributed income to security, education, livelihood, fixed expenses like bills and
priority expenses, insurance and money for enjoyment. Below is its corresponding
percentage allocation.

S – security 15% (Emergency fund and retirement fund)
E – education 5% (books, conferences, seminars)
L – livelihood 10% (capital build up for future business)
F – fixed expenses & priority expenses 55% (tithe, utilities, mortgages, daily needs)
I – insurance 5% (health insurance, life insurance)
E – enjoy money 10% (spa sessions, fine dining, vacation trips)

Again if you are a beginner, start by saving an amount equivalent to your
three months salary for emergency fund which can be cash or protection for example,
insurance before moving on to strategy #3.

From all these fantastic financial mentors’ tips I realized there is no need for
me to formulate another powerful formula.

My husband and I finally agreed to choose, mix and match, and apply them
in our own financial situation until today. It is not about knowing them all, what is
key to its success is EXECUTION!

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!
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How will you save?

Create your saving strategy.

Strategy #3. Learn and understand the three money vehicles
for short and long term investments

How much money do you have in the bank?

Twenty years from now if you will not withdraw the full amount, estimate
how much interest will your money earn?

Will it be enough for you to go to your dream vacation island?

Now, imagine yourself planning to go for vacation to your dream island. Ask
yourself what vehicle will you use to arrive on time? If you go there by swimming
how many hours will it take you there? If you use a friend’s jet-ski how long will it
take you? What if a distant rich relative will lend his private plane to you and let you
travel by plane to that dream island, how long will it take you?

Time is of essence in your vacation. The earlier you arrive the better right?

Now money also has its own vehicle to earn a better interest. Understanding
these three money vehicles will help transport you to financial freedom. Dean Pax
Lapid , author of How to Become a Happy Retiree mentioned that there are three E’s
as money vehicles, namely, Equities, Enterprise and Estate, which will give higher
returns and in the form of compounded interest.
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Equities:   Paper Assets

Examples of paper assets are Stocks, Mutual funds, Equity funds, Balanced
funds and Bonds.

You may have a fund manager or you may have the DIY (do it yourself)
method  to acquire shares of stocks, or mutual funds.

Dionisio, CPA, RFP defined stocks as the ownership of an individual to a
corporation. The individual is called as a stock investor or stockholder.

You need a stockbroker to buy shares of stocks. Now you can start buying
stocks at a minimum of 5,000 pesos. For TRC members we are using the platform of
COL Financial . Log on to www.colfinancial.com to open an account.

Enterprise: Business

There are different business models used by successful entrepreneurs today.

McDonalds, Jollibee, and Seven Eleven for example use the franchising
business model. In particular, McDo will give a franchisee its system, product and
train its people for 30 to 50 Million.

Some health and wellness companies are using networking or multilevel
marketing models. A networker builds his/her own team to market the company’s
product with a certain income compensation usually in the form of commissions.
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There are businesses which are internet based, like online selling, blogging,
coaching, writing, virtual assistantship, to name a few.

The traditional business model is also still being used for some. A store, a
restaurant or an agency are examples of businesses using this model.

Estate: Real Estate

Lapid (2014) listed two basic stages in real estate. First, the acquisition or
the buying of land and property and second, the liquidation or the selling which
includes all your expenses and margin. Both stages will be applicable to whatever real
estate investment model you will use.

Real Estate Investment models:

1. Buy and sell models.

Tip: Lapid added that to succeed you buy low and sell high.

2. Find-fix-flip model:

Buy an old property at a cheaper cost, have it fixed and remodelled and sell
it at a higher price.

Remember, do not start to invest if the emergency fund which is equivalent
to three month’s salary has not been built.
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DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

What money vehicles will you ride?

Strategy #4. Increase your earning ability.

Your greatest asset is your earning ability. Your greatest resource is your
time.

Brian Tracy

Attending Nacino’s Money Matters seminar introduced me for the first time
the term earning ability.

Earning ability is also known as your earning potential or your earning
power.

We are now in the knowledge age. According to Tracy earning ability is
dependent upon your knowledge and skills and the ability to combine such
knowledge and skills in such a way that you contribute value for which customers are
going to pay.

In other words if you are able to increase your knowledge and skills and
master the art of combining them to give solutions to other people’s problems it can
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be converted to another income stream. When your earning ability is higher you will
not feel insecure when anytime of the day you lose your job or if the economy does
not perform well. Why? Because you know something unique and you have that
special expertise where you can always monetize and earn.

Take Angelito as an example. He is an Information Technology graduate and
is currently employed in a computer service company. From his customers he found
out that a number of them do not know how to develop a website, a squeeze page
with an auto responder. Because Angelito increased his knowledge on these
applications by enrolling online courses, it gave him the ability to develop an online
course where customers who would like to learn and have a website, a squeeze page
with an autoresponder may buy for a step by step tutorial. Angelito now earns from
his daytime job and from his sales of his information products.

3 Basic Steps to Increase Earning Ability

1. Discover your purpose and potentials.

2. Identify your passion.

3. Acquire more knowledge and develop skills according to these 3 P’s
and don’t forget to deliver them to people who need them .

Purpose is your biggest reason why you would like to increase earnings.

Potentials are  your gifts, talents and abilities.
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Passion is when after identifying your potential even if you will not be paid
you will still have the zeal to do it.

According to Bromstein (https://careers.workopolis.com , August 2016)
coding, writing and public speaking are three skills you can learn to increase
earning potential.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

What are your 3 Ps?

Purpose   : ________________________________________

Potential  : _______________________________________

Passion    : _______________________________________

How will you monetize them?

Strategy #5 Continue to Learn

I have a favorite line “Do not stop learning because life never stops
teaching.”
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My husband and I learned our money lesson the hard way but I am thankful
that despite all the hardships we never gave up learning.

There are five ways to continue learning.

1. Have mentor/s.

Example:
For book writing my mentors are Ms. Sha Nacino and Bro Bo Sanchez.
For stocks investing I have Mam Cynthia Fuller..
For online entrepreneurship, Dr. Lloyd Labso coaches me.

2. Attend seminars or webinars.

3. Read books.

Example: Money & Me, The Abundance Formula, 8 Habits of the Happy
Millionaire, 9 Secret Sweldo Tips to be a 20-Something Millionaire, Til Debt
Do Us Part, How to Become a Happy Retiree, Rich Dad Poor Dad

4. Join clubs.

Example:

Join  membership sites.
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5. Enroll short online courses and buy online training materials.

Example:

I enrolled in Internet Business Mastermind Class click here and bought
training programs..

New knowledge on online entrepreneurship gave me more confidence to
start a home based online business.

Note: Examples given are actual actions, materials and electronic resources
the author undertook, you may find your own resources which you think will help
you most.

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

What specific action will you take to continue learning?

Visit the given links for additional learning.

Congratulations! You are almost done. Always keep in mind that you need to
create and test different effective strategies in your debt payments, saving plans,
money vehicles for investments, increase your earning ability and venture on
continuous learning.
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POWER STEP # 5
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Celebrate!

Satan wants your joy, and he wants it badly… Don’t let Satan steal your joy.

Jerry Savelle

Don’t let Satan steal your joy (Savelle, 2002). Sometimes he will distract
you. Sometimes he will depress you. Sometimes he will discourage you. Sometimes
he will tempt you to be in conflict with each other just because of money. Always
remember in your financial journey you are with your great financial teacher, Jesus.
He at all times loves you, guides you, protects you, enlightens you, empowers you,
provides you, disciplines you and blesses you.
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Enjoy the journey towards financial healing.

Enjoy the harvest, that is, financial freedom, time freedom and a spirit-
filled life.

Enjoy the blessings.

Celebrate every successful step implemented!

What about us?

Looking back, though it was both a sacrifice and a struggle, we enjoyed our
journey towards financial freedom. Reviewing every single day our three financial
principles gave us the strength to pull through.

At present, we now slowly start to enjoy reaping financial harvest after so
many struggles in stratifying and implementing all that we’ve learned about money.

Today, we enjoy teaching and sharing other couples the right perspective on
money in marriage both online and offline. Me, I teach wives on how to handle
money through my webinars (by invitation) an online coaching program “HarMoney
Builder Program.” Together with my husband, we give talks on Money and Marriage
to couples, Financial Literacy for parents, kids and young professionals. We also have
a membership site to mentor couples for a year! Membership is by invitation only so
if you are interested to be mentored email me at support@gjetelnar.com

Tips on how to celebrate:
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1. Thank the Lord (offer Thanksgiving  masses), He is the healer of all.
2. Stay humble for every successful step. (Prov 11:2 When pride comes,

then comes dishonour, but with the humble is wisdom)
3. Be with family, friends and relatives. Share what you have learned and

achieved in your financial healing journey.
4. Create financial literacy programs to help others achieve their own

financial healing.
5. Start teaching your children on money management.
6. Don’t go back to the good old days of spending.
7. Apply regularly and religiously the first four steps, that is DEFINE,

EVALUATE, PLAN and STRATIFY.

Celebrate! Enjoy blessing others. Be more generous. Create space in your
wallet by giving to others. Share to friends what you have learned and start to become
a blessing for others!

DO NOW, POWER EXERCISE!

If you will again be asked by the genie on what you will do if you have one
million dollars, what will your answers be?

What possible activities will you make to CELEBRATE?

Now you’re on Top! Knowledge is leverage!
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Clap your hands all you nation, shout to God with cries of joy!
Psalm 47:1

In implementing the five power steps to your own financial journey it is my sincere
hope that this book will bless you towards financial healing and financial freedom.
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